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INTRODUCTIQIN

Since the early 1 990s, Canada's China policy has shifted both fromn an earlier period
(1968-1988) of 'tspecial relationship" and the immediate post-Tiananmen shock to a more
pragmatic approach of engagement and dialogue. This approach has been based on a
more realistic assessment of China's role in the Asia-Paciflc region and its potentials as
an emerging global power, and Ottawa's ability to apply its "soft power'" to influence
events, in particular in seeing a growing and responsible China that is crucial to regional
stability in the years to corne, hence promoting Canadian values and interests, viz.,
international and regional order, human security, and increased opportunities for trade
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the need to build regional institutions in the face of US and, Soviet/Russian drwadown of
their military presence in the region resulting in a potential "power vacuum" that may
invite aspiring powers such as China and Japan to contend for regional dominance. This
further underlines the importance of both our understanding of Beijing's perspectives and
how concemed countries in the region like Canada can encourage and facilitate China!s
active and positive involvement in the security-building endeavors.

Canada lias been in a unique position to use its influence gained through years of
contribution to international peace and its reputation as a trusted mediator in international
conflicts and pioneer in international ai-ms control and disarmament to engage China in
cooperative security and various non-proliferation, ai-ms control and disarmament
(NACD) issues. At the same time, Canadian interests ini expanding trade and investrnent
opportunities in the Asia-Pacific region of necessity will have targeted China as both an
important player and potential mar-ket. Ottawa has approached these issues thi-ougli a
variety of venues: the multilateral forums such as the ASEAN Regional Forum (ARF),
the Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC), the Council for Security Cooperation in
the Asia Pacific (CSCAP), and the Conference on Disarmament; bilateral dialogues such
the recently launched Canada-China Serninars on Asia Pacific Multilateralism and
Cooperative Security (CANCHIS) held in Ottawa, Toronto, and Beijing over the past
three years; and growing exchanges between Canadian and Chinese officiais and
academia. Mucli lias been achieved thi-ougli these undertakings, in particular a better
understanding of eacli other's positions on a broad range of issues, and the establishment,
aithougli stili at an initial stage, an epîstemic cornmunity of experts. Obviously,
différences in perspectives and Approaches remain, due to the two countries' divergent
historical, cultural, and geostrategic backgrounds.

The objectives of this policy paper are to informn policy discussion and develop new
innovative China policy options for the years to corne. Past experience lias indicated that
neither the Trudeau era " special relationship' nor the post-Tiananmen rhetoric have served
Canadian foreign policy interests well. What is needed is a pragmnatic approacli, which
lias evolved over the last years but which needs renewed focus on the issues, alternatives,
and policy choices in a holistie fashion so that the overail Canadian foreign policy





an acceptable quality of life, and a guarantee of funidamental human rights. Human
security is to be achieved through good governance, sustaiable economic development,
and peaceful resolution of conflicts.2

As much as the shift of traditional security conception is noticeable, so is the
geographical re-orientation in Canada's foreign policy. While maintaining its long-held
ties within the NATO alliance and with the United States, Ottawa has been increasingly
looking beyond its transatlantic connection to regions of increasing significance to
Canadian prosperity and security. Asia Pacifie features prominently in this context.
Jndeed, the past two decades have seen increasing Canadian connections with the Asia-
Pacific region in ternis of trade, investment, and immnigration. Canada now trades more
across the Pacifie than the Atlantic. Four out five of Canada's top trading partners are in
Asia Pacifie and over half of the annual immigrants (220,000) corne from that region.
Clearly, the significance of Asia Pacifie for Canada has important impacts on its policy
formulation and implementation.

This sets the context in wbich Canada tries to reorient its security policy. Traditionally,
Canadian focus has been active participation in the transatiantie/NATO collective
security/alliance with the US assuming the leadership role and providing extended
nuclear deterrence, a comnutmnent to bilateral defense structure such as the North
Ainerican Aerospaee Defense (NORAD), and a high-profile global role, in particular in
United Nations peacekeeping operations (UNPKOs) and in the armns control and
disarmament fora. As a middle power with limited resources but with an avowed
intemnationalist orientation towaied global security/economic issues, Canada bighly values
and actively promotes the principle of multilateralism and rule-based, norm-based
institutions.' The post-Cold War Canadian security interests ini the Asia-Pacific region,
not surprisingly, consist of the following elements: (1) increasing economie linkage with
Asia Pacifie to share a piece of the region's dynamie economie growth and prosperity
(but also the ability to withstand the shockwaves of the region's financial crisis, which has





transparency; and (4) building an international and regional order predicated on
democracy, raie of law, good governance, and respects for humnan rights.5

Since the 1980s, Canadian poiicy toward the Asia-Pacific region has evoived in a number
of important ways. First has been a greater focus on establishing and strengthening
bilateral reiationships with the major regional powers/players -- China, Japan, South
Korea, the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN), through concerted efforts
at expanding dipiomatic/official, commercial, academic, social, and cultural contacts.
Second, there have been more conscious efforts ini better use of the officiai development
assistance (ODA) to promote Canadian commercial interests, as weil as to assist recipient
countries' economie developinent. Third, Ottawa lias tried to avoid direct entangiement in
the region's military/security issues except participation within broader international
(UN) commitinents and occasionai military exercises with aliies/friendiy countries.
Fourth, Ottawa lias encouraged the establishmnent of linkage and exehanges between
domestie researchi institutes and their counterparts i the region. Finaily, immigrants are
encouraged froin the region.6

Meanwhiie, there have been sea changes in the Asia Pacifie since the end of the Coid
War. Prominent amnong them are the growing economie interdependence and proliferation
of trans-Pacifie trade & investinent. This has been paraileied by the establishmnent and
deepening of nascent institutions sucli as A-PEC and the Pacific Economic Council for
Cooperation (PECQ). At the saine turne, the end of superpower rivairy in the region, and
growing domestic economie difQI' ulties weaken the US commitinent to continuously
provide leadership and resources for the defense of allies and friends; this in turn creates
uncertainty and a potentiai power vacuum. There lias been a recognition that continued





the value of existing bilateral arrangements, and encouraged ad hoc, infonnal dialogues
(habits of dialogues), and inclusive participation until conditions mature for more formal
institution-building." As David Dewitt suggests, "institutions may evolve; they may
indeed be the desirable goal, but more immediately and for the mid-term, multilateralismn
as process, structure, and regularized activities on an agenda of common concern is more
important than multilateral [sic] as institution."'

As a resuit of the Canadian initiatives and similar efforts undertaken by Australia, Japan,
South Korea, and the ASEAN, Asia Pacific has witnessed a tremendous growth of
multilateral security dialogues since the early 1 990s. There are a number of factors that
underlie the gradual acceptance of multilateral approaches by regional actors. First is the
recognition that region-wide problems/issues need to be addressed through regional
and/or subregional efforts. Inclusiveness engages almost all important players in the
region. Second, economic interdependence provides the condition for greater security
cooperation and rule-based systems/framework. The APEC/PECC experiences certainly
have been instrumental. Third, regional actors, in particular the lesser powers, realize the
values of such frameworks as a hedge against the perceived decline of US role and as a
mechanism to keep the US engaged. Fourth, the arrangements also ain at keeping the
rising powers enmeshed in a networks of political, diplomatic, and economnic
interdependence. Finally, small powers are given greater control over the process and
agenda-setting of these evolving institutions. As we have seen, the ASEAN-led ARE and
the multitude of both Track I and Track Il activities in the region are more "local" in
character, with initiatives taken 8' regional powers and not even the major regional
powers. The step-by-step approach, with inclusive participation and focusing on





hopes to see stability in the region's key states such as China and Indonesia; facilitates
peaceful settlement of outstanding territorial disputes; and prevents the buildup of
conventional arms and the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction. Eventually,
Canada's longer-term objectives are to establish effective regional and subregional
frameworks for security; engage major powers in the region; and maintamn a relevant
Canadian voice in regional/subregional affairs. These are to be achieved through
cooperative security, confidence building, transparency measures, and arms control
verification.

Cooperative Security
Cooperative security lias become of catchword of the post-Cold War international
relations discourse. With its empliasis on assurance rather than on deterrence, cooperative
security recognizes that the changing nature of security renders the traditional. approach -
the reliance on the preparation and use of military force -- less tenable in meeting
effectively the emerging security challenges. It "seeks to devise agreed-upon measures to
prevent war and to do so primarily by preventing the means for successful aggression
ftom being assembled"9 and consequently should be seen as "ini essence, a commitment
to regulate the size, technical comtposition, investment patterns, and operation practices of
all military forces by mutual consent for mutual benefits."' It is hoped that this will
prevent the adverse effects of a security dilemma where suspicions, secrecy, and the
pursuit of absolute security only lead to intense anns races, uncertainties, and most





than a direct transplant of institutions as the initial focus. It allows for differentiation in
sub-regional contexts and therefore their distinct security approaches. It deliberately
"envisioned a more gradual approach to developing multilateral institutions, recognized
the value of existing bilateral arrangements, and encouraged ad hoc, informal dialogues
(habits of dialogues), and inclusive participation until conditions mature for more formal
institution-building."" And it recognizes the merits of both governmental, Track-I and
non-govemmental, Track-II activities. The Track-Il approach is particularly valuable in
that it can serve as a sounding board for new ideas. It also encourages interaction between
representatives of non-like-minded countries with one another. It moves thinking ahead
where official dialogues are absent.

Confidence Building
Confidence building both as a process and product (CBMs) remains an important element
in multilateral cooperative security. The recently concluded Shanghai Agreement and
Delhi Agreement demonstrate how confidence building has been able to achieve where
distrust, hostility, and open confrontation failed: namely, mutually beneficial peace,
security, and stability. Particularly important are the two agreements' emphasis on
confidence building and transparency in the military field, a concept that was still alien to
Chinese, Soviet/Russian, and Indian strategic thinking not a long while ago. To some
extent, it can be suggested what James Macintosh terms the "security management
fatigue" has prompted leaders in these countries to seek alternatives in preference to the
status quo." in any event, the tworand especially the Shanghai Agreement, trovide a
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exclusively on exchanges of information about military activities, and broad, refeniîng to
the availability of information on ail security-related matters.15 Recent years have seen a
number of initiatives aimed at increasing transparency in both military and the wider
security spheres. The UN Conventional Arms Register, the bilateral China/India
Agreement on Confidence building Measures in the Military Field Along the Line of
Actual Control in the India-China Border Areas, and the multilateral (starting as bilateral)
Shanghai Agreement between China, Russia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyz, and Tajikistan on
confidence building in the military field in the border area are exaznples. These
agreements are aimed at reducing the likelihood of conflicts through carefully elaborated
measures to make sudden military activities at once difficuit and easily detectable. In the
UNCA-R case, it is the concern with any excessive accumulation of conventional weapons
in particular countries/regions that is the focus. Other countries make their security-
related activities more transparent by publishing defense white papers and providing
accounitable, itemized defense budget information. However, these are far and between,
and the notion of transparency has yet to overcorne the stili strong resistance against
exposing "secrets" the preservation of which is regarded imperative for national security.
It has been argued that while great powers like the United States can afford transparency
(indeed, there has been suggestion the Pentagon may deliberately make its counter-
prolifération planning/measures "transparent" so as to deter any contemplation of the use
of WlvDs by potential adversaries), countries not so endowed may feel vulnerable should
their military planning, structure.and capabilities be exposed. Again, to counter the
argument that transparency as thus conceived may actually undennine rather than
enhance security, there is the need to emphasize that transparency must be seen as a
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collecting data that are most relevant to the assessment of compliance with an agreement
in question, reliable, and accurate.

ENGAGING CHINA IN COOPERATIVE SECURITY:
IJNDERSTANDING BEIJING'S PERSPECTIVES AND POLICIES

China's approaches to cooperative security and confidence building to a large extent
reflect its changing threat perceptions."7 China's security policy in the post-Cold War era
focuses on three issues: modernization, unification and territorial integrity, and great-
power relations. That economic development is in command derives from the recognition
that international competition is shifting from military confrontation to one that tests a
country's overaîl economic, scientific and technological capabilities. Security is no longer
affected the military power of other countries alone; it is contingent on a host of factors.
The building of the country's comprehensive national strength (zonghe guoli) is the only
way to ensure China's long-term security. The emphasis on national reunification and
sovereignty both refiects an eagerness to eradicate the legacy and remains of "the hundred
years' humiliation" and demonstrates the continued sensitivity to perceived and real
encroachment on China's territorial integrity. Anti-hegemonism is as much directed
towards the US as it is to serve as a warning to Japan, which is increasingly being viewed
as harboring political and military,_ mbitions, hence constituting a long-terni potential
threat to China's security. While the geo-strategic reality dictates that Russia will remain
a long-terni competitor, for the time being, China is more confident the security threats
Russia now poses is minimum. CBMs in this sense give the Russians assurance as mucli
as they institutionalize what China has gained from a decade of negotiations.

Chinese perspectives on cooperative security have evolved over the last decade. Beijing lias
gradually begun to accept some of the key elements of cooperative security. These include
unilateral disarmament measures such as the reduction over 1985-2000 of two million
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of dealing with security dilemmas other than the traditional, realist self-help approaches.
While one may suggest that learning has certainly occurred in the first instance, that ln the
second, namely, the recognition of security interdependence and the relevant policy
changes, lias yet to take place.

Chinese approaches to CBMs and transparency demonstrate the extent to which Beijing has
embraced the concept of cooperative security. There is no denying that Chinese attitudes to
confidence building have shifted from suspicion to guarded endorsement over the past
decade. However, as refiecting a holistic approach to security and anns control issues,
China lias maintained that milita-y CBMs only foi-m one (aibeit an important one) aspect
of overaîl inter-state relationships. In other words, attempts at military CBMs probably
would not go very far if not accompanied by an overail improvement in trust and
confidence in political, economic, and social spheres. The usefulness of milita-y CBMs is
measured against the political commitmnent to improve security relationship and
consolidate that process. Indeed, acordmng to Chinese analysts, "CBMs themselves do not
necessari ly involve .the reduction of milita-y forces of countries involved, but tliey have the
practical effeet of reducing suspicions, relaxing tension, maintaining regional stability, and
making it easier to reacli agreement on issues of contention.""9

The Chinese therefore would always empliasize that CBMs should be broader in scope and
not confined to the milita-y spher"'nly. Indeed, a more useful way of conducting
confidence building is to begin with non-miùlitary issues. Once confidence and trust have
been established in political, diplomatic, and economic spheres, the process of confidence
building then can be introduced to deal with milita-y issues.' 0 Another characteristie of
Chinese approaches is the advocacy for a step-by-step rather than an over-ambitious, all
encompassing package-deal method. Trust must be built stai-ting with the relatively easier
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as exists with regard to the Russian or American nuclear arsenals. Sucli a
degree of transparency would cali into question the survivability of China' s
nuclear weapons. Accordingly, a better political climate will be necessary
before China can be more transparent."2

I other words, military transparency for China can only proceed step by step, and cai
neyer achieve the degree compared to the United States because of China's weaker military
forces."3 The purpose of transparency is to enhance confidence and trust, flot to obtain
unavailable information. In other words, the aim of increasing transparency should be to
enhance security rather undermine it.24 And transparency itself is not a panacea and should
go hand-in-hand with other efforts in promoting political trust and a peaceful envîroniment.

Asia Pacific and Chinas~ Regional Agenda
China's basic assessment of the security situation in post-Cold War Asia Pacific is a
dialectic one. On the one hand, the security environment in the region is characterized as
stable and peaceful, with economic development being the priority for most countries; on
the other hand, there remain factors of uncertainty and sources of instability, highlighted by
the recent economie crisis ini the region and political and social unrest in a number of
countries. Within sucb contexts, the establishment of a new political order in the region,
according to, Chinese analysts, requires the following: (1) resolving existing conflicts and
preventing new ones; (2) promotiÎfg regional ams control and disarmament; (3)
establishing state-to-state relations based on the Five Principles of Peaceful Coexistence; (4)
respecting ecd country's right to decide its own course of democratization conducive to
political stability; (5) promoting regional economic cooperation and prosperity; and (6)
setting up regional security dialogues based on regional speciflcities.21

This rhetoric aside, what lias really transpired over the past few years is the fact that
balance of power features prominently in Chinese thinking about the post-Cold War order
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China, and the Soviet Union);"7 the quadrangular-power relationships (China, Japan, Russia,
and the US), and the five-force interactions (the four powers plus ASEAN).

China's empliasis on major power relations is based on the principle of multipolarization
ini which itself will have an important place in regional affairs. In addition, regional
stability will also be affected by a host of other factors, including: continued economic
growth and increasing interdependence among the region's countries; Asian values, in
that the collective good takes precedence over individual rights; the ASEAN way of non-
confrontation, consultation, and consensus, and simply most countries' desire for peace
and stability.28 This being the case, regional stability will largely depend on the
relationships between the region's major players; how existing disputes are to be resolved,
including the establishment of security mechanisms; and how the diversity of the region
(history, culture, economic development, political systems, etc.) can be managed.

While proposing general principles for peacefully settling any disputes in the region,
China lias not so far offered any specific mechanismn for managing potential conflicts.
Regarding emerging security-building initiatives, Beijing has been rather cautious ini
either endorsing or criticizing them, for obvious reasons. For instance, ASEAN's role
since the end of the Cold War lias become increasingly important in regional affairs. It
seeks to establish its pivotal role in Southeast Asia as a balancer between major powers.
Very pro-active, ASEAN seeks the driver's seat, hoping to prevent big powers from
taking over the agenda setting authority.29 Chinese analysts have viewed the ARF with
mixed ambivalence. For some, the purpose of the ARF in essence is to retain the
influence the United States in the region and to cast some restraining net over the region's
major powers.30 For others, there 1$ the concern that regional multilateral security
arrangements would be dominated the United States and become appendix to existing





issues remain limited due to its own institutional weakness and the fact that great powers
continue to exert unsurpassed influence over the agenda, the pace, and mechanisms
regarding regional security issues."3 Meanwhile, China is strongly opposed to establishing
any înstitutionalized mechanisms for dealing with regional security issues for the reasons
that countries are vastly différent in terms of history, culture, political and social systems,
and different visions of national security and priorities. An OSCE-type institutional
arrangement not only will not be able to deal with the complexity of issues but also likely
falîs under the control of certain powers 34

Chinese positions on the multilateral approach to Asia-Paciflo security have undergone
noticeable changes." China seems to have gradually moved toward acknowledging the
utility of multilateralism, wbile stili hesitant about adopting institutionalized mechanism
right away. Chinese analysts assert that a direct transplant of the CSCE model to the Asia
Pacifie region is im-practical and may even be counterproductive. And Beijing's
understanding of the notion of comprehensive security is premised on the recognition that
different countries have different focus on different aspects of national and regional
security: some on economic security; some military security; political and social security;
etc. Dealing with this multitude of issues should make use of a combination of political,
economic, military, diplomatic measures instead of solely relying on military force for
maintaining security. At the saine time, the negative side of the comprehensive security





be used for "China bashing."

There are a number of distinct features about China's conditional. multilateralism: (1) The
multi-channel approach. Regional security issues should be deait with by a variety of
channels. including bilateral, multilateral, and sometimes unilateral approaches at
govemnmental and non-goverumental levels. Indeed, China's approach to regional security
issues can be seen as distinctly bilateral, arguing that under certain circumstances bilateral
approaches can be more appropriate in resolving security issues (c.g., Sino-Russianl
agreement on reducing military forces in the border areas); (2) The minilateral approach.
Beijing continues to emphasize the importance of major powers in managing regional
security issues; (3) A gradualist approach. The regional security building process should
begin with bilateral dialogues, moving to sub-regional, and then region-wide ones. Issues
should be deait with from an order of ascendance, i.e., from the relatively easy to the more
difficuit; and (4) An Asia-Pacific approach. The region, because of its special
characteristics-history, culture, economic development, political systems, religion, etc,
should not blindly copy the CSCEmodel; substance is more important than formn.
Dialogues, confidence building measures should serve to enhance political trust, which is
the basis of stable security relationships.

Armns Contrai and Disarmament
Chinese positions on arms controllhd disarmament issues have changed over the years.
During the 1960s and 1970s, Beijing was highly critical of U.S./Soviet arms control and
disarmament activities, regarding them as nothing more than sehemes of superpower
collusion aimed at maintaining their nuclear monopoly. Consequently, Beijing categoricaîll:
rejected superpower NACD proposals and refused to accept any constraint on its own
weapons development progranis 3 Since the early 1980s, Chinese positions have shifted
from outrip-ht relection of NACD measures to ruartial and zuarded endorsement of selected





China's NACD policies have been guided by a number of principles persistently stipulated
over the years.4 ' First and foremost is the argument that since the United States and the
Soviet Union/Russia possess the largest nuclear and conventional arsenals in the world,
they bear a primary and unshirkable responsibility in disarmament. Second, ail NACD
measures are but steps toward the complete prohibition and thorough destruction of ail
nuclear weapons. In other words, nuclear non-proliferation, nuclear test bans, fissile
material production cut-offs, etc., are flot the goals themselves, but are specific measures
and steps toward the ultimate objective of eliminating ail nuclear weapons. In addition,
China insists that NACD will flot succeed unless the root causes of global'regional confiicts
are addressed. This involves economic, political, as well as military and NACD measures.
Third, as the danger of nuclear war threatens the entire huinan race, every country has the
equal right to participate in the discussion and settlement of the question of nuclear
disarmament.42

While the Chinese have persistently enunciated their principles over the years, in handling
specific NACD negotiations and dealing with partieular issues, they have managed to
present policy positions in ways that both preserve (if not advance) core national security
interests and appear in confonnity with declared principled stance.

Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty' (NPT). China acceded to the NPT in 1992 and has
supported the three major objectives of the treaty--the promotion of nuclear disarmament,
the prevention of nuelear proliferation and the enhancement of international cooperation for
peaceful uses of nuclear energy.Y At the saine turne, it also demonstrates its shared conceins
with NAM regarding a number of defects in the N-PT, especially on Articles IV and VI.
However, while appearing sympathetic with the positions of non-nuclear weapons states,
and proposing specific measures to address their concerns, China's positions during the
NPT extension conference seemed ambivalent except for a repetition of its well-known
principles.# Its nuclear testing two days afier the indefinite extension of the treaty
hi2hli2hts the conflict between Driniffes and actual behaviour, however the latter has





always been descrîbed by the Chinese govemmuent as in conformaity with the long-standing
pursuit of complete prohibition and thorough destruction of nuclear weapons. 5

Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT). China's positions during the CTBT
negotiations revolved around two issues: the inclusion of a clause on peaceful nuclear
explosions (IPNEs) in the CTBT, which it proposed in August 1994; and the question of
verification. Regarding the former, China's view was that only nuclear explosions with an
overt military purpose should be prohibited. Beijing argued that PNEs could have potential
civilian benefits for the peaceful use of nuclear energy.4 China eventually dropped its
demand for the PNB exemption clause on the condition that the treaty would undergo
review atter ten years 4 One of the reasons for this last-minute 'softening' of position may
be the political cost of holding out to the PNB demand and potentially wrecking the treaty,
especially given the fact that China's position was not supported by the developing
countries.4

Chinese positions on verification issues are that any verification clauses and arrangements
should be strict, effective, fair and reasonable, and provide equal rights and obligations to
all treaty members. Out of concemn over potential abuse, Beijing opposed the use of
national-technical means (NTMs) in CTBT verification and proposed an international
monitory system (IMS) instead. Cbipa also proposed a number of principles for on-site
inspections (OSIs) ranging from the objective, the triggering procedure, and the lùnits of
such inspections."9 OSIs should be minimally intrusive and applied only as a last resort after
all other means of verification have been exhausted.

Fissile Materials Production Cut-off. On 4 October 1994, Chinese Foreign Minister Qian
Qichen and U.S. Secretary of State Warren Christopher signed the "Joint Declaration on the
Cessation of Production of Fission Materials Used in Nuclear Weapons."50 Apart fromn this
Sino-US joint declaration, China lias said little about its positions on the eut-off issue but
has reiterated the imv-ortance of measures sucli as NFU in contributin2 to disarmainent.





Chinese stocks; current and future nuclear weapons programs; Japan's and hidia!s nuecear
developments; and domestic politics.5'

Chemnical Weapons Convention (CWC). China was most concerned with the issues of
abandoned chernical weapons on its territories and verification. There are indications that
should the issue be settled properly, that is, should Japan carry through its pledge to remnove
them, it may improve the chance of China's ratifying the CWC. On the whole, the Chinese
approach to the convention has been serious. The military (represented by the Ministry of
National Defence) clearly had a strong rote in China's PrepCom participation. Meanwhile,
the timing of ratification by the US, Russia, India, Japan will also have an important impact
on China's decision. With regard to verification, China favoured a limited scope of on-site
inspections (OSIs), and emphasised the need to maximise predictability and avoid abuse.
Hence, China insisted that effective, reasonable, and feasible monitoring and verification
measures should be established to ensure the non-production of chemical weapons by the
civil chemical industry while at the saine time allowing legitimate production for civilian
uses. It particularly warned against the tendency to broaden the scope of verification and
place excessive emphasis on intrusive challenge inspections, with possible abuses of the
verification process.

Anti-Personnel Landmines. ChirtR:continues to look at the issue of landniines from a
security rather than humanitarian perspective, although the latter is increasingly becoming
the dominant rationale for prohibition." China's behaviour at the CCW, and in particular on
the landmine issue, was characterised as non-co-operative toi obstmuctionist. There is a
strong (and probably inaccurate) impression that the Chinese position is influenced by its
relations with the Khmer Rouge and other liberation movements, and highly ideological.
The objection to banning landniines is that these are seen as legitimate weapons in the
people's war and in rebellions against imperialists and the capitalist world. Keeping
landmines out of the hands of non-state actors is the West's agenda, not China's. The
essence here is that on matters Of DrinCiDle: China is not to let Western countries dictate the
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ASSESSING CANADIAN CHINA POLICY:
A CONCEPTUAL FIRST CUT

The above discussions of Canadian security interests in Asia Pacific and China's post-
Cold War security policy serve to highlight a number of issues and raise some questions.
To what extent Canadian initiatives have been successful in the sense that China begins
to see security not in traditional terms of force and deterrence, but more toward dialogues,
confidence building, transparency? Where does the gap still remain and what specific
policy options can be recommended to better engage China in cooperative security and
multilateralism and hence advance Canadian foreign policy interests in Asia Pacific? The
following paragraphs provide a rough first cut at the conceptual level.

It would certainly be an overstatement to suggest definitively that Canadian initiatives
over the years have brought about changes in China's security perceptions, but there is
increasing convergence between the two on a number of issues. One noticeable
development is that Beijing has gradually overcome its earlier suspicion of the
multilateral approach in discussing regional and subregional security issues. This has
been demonstrated by its more proactive participation in various multilateral security
forums such as the ARF and NEASD (Northeast Asian Security Dialogue) and other
channels including the ASEAN + 1; China-ASEAN, where security issues are also
discussed." One still has to determine both the motivations for and the causes of Chinese
participation, but the general trend so far seems to be encouraging, compatible with
Canadian interests in the region. In the Track Il arena, Chinese participation is also stead
and on the rise. The Joint Centre for Asia Pacific Studies' Dialogue Monitor project
would testify to this new found Chinese interest in multilateralism.

What is most important, though, is that through these various Track I and Track II
channels, there are increasing opportunities for the Chinese and Canadians to exchange
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has been to increase mutual understanding and the continuing (and expanding) process of
interaction and exchanges enhances this prospect.

However, notwithstanding the progress and the encouraging developmnents, significant
differences remain due to different historical, cultural, and geostrategic perspectives. For

instance, even though China's participation in various Track 1 and Track Hl multilateral
security forums has been on the rise, a fundamental change of perspectives on Chinads
part in seeing multilateralism as the norm of conducting interstate relations remains
cosmetic rather than substantive. On key regional issues, such as the territorial disputes in

the South China Sea, Beijing and Ottawa remain apart regarding the mechanisms for and
routes to resolution. There bas yet to be a big step forward beyond the endorsement of
multilateralism in general terms (which both countries find no particular difficulty in 50

doing) to the institutionalization of multilateralism as a normn in dealing with specifie
regional security issues, where Beijing and Ottawa stili see differently. This resistance to
fundamental change can be traced to the resilience of the Chinese strategic culture and its

influences over iBeijing's security perceptions and policy making.57 Indeed, there may be a
nuinber of reasons that would accounit for the absence of a "leap forward" from Beijing.
These are the regional characteristics, and China's past experience and the dynamics of

domestic politios. Unlike the case in Europe, where multilateral institutions such as NATO
and WTO dominated the security architecture during the Cold War, in Asia Paciflc,

approchesto scuriy hal be N ete unilateral (seif-reliance) or bilateral; indeed, most

defense arrangements have involved the US at one end and one of the Asia-Pacifie
counitries at the other. The few exceptions to this general mile, such as the Southeast Asia

Treaty Organization (SEATO), or the Five Power Defense Arrangement (FPDA), have not

played a predominant role in regional security.58 This probably explains the initial US
response, which was lukewarm at best, to initiatives aimed at setting up a multilateral,

e there





for instance, that fact the CSCE/OSCE has been more than twenty years-in the making,
while one of the earlier, more serious efforts-the North Pacifie Cooperative Security
Dialogue (NPCSD) initiative-had its origin merely six years ago, and the Asia-Pacifie
version approximate to CSCEIOSCE-the ARF-only began less than two years ago, we
may begin to assess China's progress in quite a different light.

Chinese approaches toward multilateralism should be judged within the broader contexts of
its past experiences, its current concernis, and the dynamics of its domestie politics..China
has been cautious about adoptmng multilateral approaches out of a number of reasons: the
limited and negative experience; the fear of small states ganging up against China (China
bashing); and the concern that multilateral security forums may give Taiwan legitimacy.
China's liniited experiences in the past with multilateralism were far from positive. A few
examples will suffice: The League of Nations and its acquiesce in Japanese invasion of
China in 193 1; the Soviet attempt to control China through both the 3' Communist
International and later the Comecon. China also suspects, (and has tried to stop), that the
territorial disputes in the South China Sea and China's military buildup may be turned into
the issues at regional security forums."1 Finally, Beijing is highly sensitive about de facto
recognition of Taiwan's legitimacy through participation in some of the regional security
dialogues. The stalemate concemning membership of both China and Taiwan in the Council
for Security Cooperation in Msia Pa&ific (CSCAP) to a large extent is due to Beijing's
objection to Taiwan's participation.6"

Domestic politics has always featured proxninently in China's foreign policy making;
indeed, there are discernable linkages between domestic politics and foreign policy
behavior.63 Such linkages become ahl the more pronounced during periods of uncertainty
due to Ieadershin succession and Dower transition. which makes flexibilitv difficult. The
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of Chinese foreign policy that seeks to realize maximum security benefits while minimnizing
moral and normative costs. This would explamn the mesbing of principled stand (jiben
luxian) with practical adaptations under certain circumstances.65 Yet a third way to
understand Chinese multilateralism is what can be called the rhetorical and substantive of
Chinese foreign policy. This leads to a combination of rigidity and flexibility in Chinese
international behaviors. As long as fundamental national interests can be secured, Beijing
has been willing to be more flexible with regard to how certain issues should be handled. 66

On a number of arms control and disarmament issues of particular Canadian concerns,
sucli as the anti-personnel landmines, light weapons, and general nuclear disarmament
involving ail five nuclear weapons states, China lias not accepted Canada's sweeping
recommendation of total bans out of its security considerations; nor is it keen to
participate in nuclear disarmament before the US and Russia have substantially cut back
on their arsenals. Regarding the negotiation toward a fissile materials cut-off treaty,
China may be less interested than Canada in pushing it on the CD agenda, especially afier
the passage in US Congress of legisiation on national missile defense and încreasing
controversy over the theatre missile defense in Northeast Asia despite Beijing's strong
opposition. On peacekeeping and peacebuilding, Beijing is opposed to the idea of
expanding beyond the traditional UN mandates and especially concerned over the concept
of humanitarian intervention and inlemn i ntaaecnflictS .67 Cotrary t h

Canadian caîl for the UN to expand its PKOs to deal with intrastate conflicts in order to
protect population and human security and post-conflict involvement in peacebuilding,
China is more cautious and indeed has had serious reservations about some of the recent
developments ini UN peacekeeping activities. Prominent among them are the changed
nature of the missions from an originally strictly third party intervention to mediate and
supervise cease-fires and peace with impartiality and non-violence, to an expanded yet
not well defined one of performing a host of tasks. Aside from the financial burdens, the





Chinese concerns have deep historical/cultural roots. Its own unhappy experience since

the nmid-l1911 century and the struggle to regain respect and the rightful place in the

internationial systemn of nation-states makes te protectoofsaeserinyaestv,

non-negotiable issue for China. The emphasis on the Five Principles of Peaceful

Coexistence and the UN Charter as the bases for building a new international order

reflects at least a desire to have a more equitable international structure that reaffinnas the

principle of state sovereignity and has no place for hegemonisin and power politics.

But there are areas where Canadian and Chinese interests converge. For instance, both

share some common concerns over the issue of weapomization of outer space. The

existing international treaties were negotiated over three decades ago and new regulations

are urgently needed to prevent the space from being weaponized. An international

framework for maintaining the outer space as a weapons-free environment would benefit

human kind generations to corne. The NMD and TMD systems leading to increasingly

military use of space (and to weaponization) for defense purposes could (and already has

caused) serious concern. China has already voiced serious concerns but has yet to

elaborate specifically on what its concerns are. What is more important is not only to

identify the possible negative impacts NMD and TMD can bring but also innovative

thinking on what arms control alternatives can effectivel>' address both the concerns of

those threatened by the proliferation of missiles and the objections against their

deployment.

The difficulty Canada faces in engaging China and hopefully influencing the latter's

security perception and policy is Ottawa's credibility, as is its perceived weight ini

Beijing's foreign relations. While post-Cold War Canadian foreign policy, in particular

under the stewardship of Lloyd Axworthy, lias sought to move beyond alliance

constraints and ventured into issue-based coalition building through the use of "soif
~ Thndmines: nuclear weapons policy within NATO), a case
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power; it is flot meant to change the frndanlentals as it is to be better prepared so as to

minimize the consequences deriving from these differences.
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